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NEW YORK Moments BESTSELLER   An A-to-Z guidebook to living and maturing well by #1
bestselling author, actress, and workout pioneer Jane Fonda  from exercise and diet, to forging
new pathways in the brain, to loving, staying connected, and giving of oneself. Highlighting new
study and sharing tales from her own existence and from the lives of others, she outlines the 11
key substances to vitality— In this original, candid, and inspiring publication, Jane Fonda explores
how midlife and beyond could possibly be the time whenever we become our most energetic,
loving, and fulfilled selves. In Prime Time, Jane Fonda provides an empowering vision for how
exactly to live your best life, for all your life. She explains how executing a existence review
helped her clarify goals and move ahead, and shows how exactly we can do this too.
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Among the best books I ever read! It's simply as the blurb says "a vision for succesful aging.
Essential for menopausal females and people generally over 50.. Basic Info book This book isn't
one of Jane's best - it's mostly informational about her journey through peri and menopause. This
truth may have not really been understand when she wrote the publication. I always admire Jane
Fonda as an actress but after reading this book I see her more as the friend that every women
needs to have, someone which will be honest no matter what. I purchased the kindle edition of
the publication but also the sound book, this last one is usually my favorite is certainly narrated
by Jane Fonda herself and that truth makes the interaction so much personal. Strongly
suggested to anyone! Fats aren't the enemy. Great info for women over fifty Jane Fonda is one of
my favorite people. I have read all her books. Amazing therefore helpful. It offers lot's of valuable
details that she gets from dependable resources and expresses it in an interesting way. It's
helpful and an excellent read. It is a thought provoking autobiography of the early and middle
years (primary time, as she phone calls it) of a fascinating specific. Relevant, from sexuality to
finances. A ..! Well done. Not everyone is in a position to participate in pilates or yoga. This is a
book that's great not merely for women over 40, 50, .. Perfectly written. Good fats aren't
vegetable oils (including canola oil) apart from olive oil. Must Read! This book was so wonderful!
As a 62 year old woman occasionally you feel like quitting because you think the best has
exceeded but Jane Fonda put so many queries to rest~I am right now actually looking towards
the best time of my lifestyle!!.! Do yourself a favor and read or listen to this book since it will
change your daily life for the better! Great guidance and insight to get ready for my 3rd Take
action . A-Reluctantly accepted a copy of the as a hand-me-down and likely to see a reserve full
of beauty tips.! Thanks Jane! I loved this publication when it came out and I still go back to
reference it.! I most enjoyed and valued the "Life Review" assistance and Ms. Fonda's collection
of memorable experience of people in their 3rd ACT. A fantastic, relateable read at any age!
Surprised me with therefore much useful information about exactly what if says "eyesight for
sucessful aging.! Gives you hope for the near future.! I liked this book so very much and
discovered I t held p ful." It's so excellent that I bought a duplicate for my friend. Most
importantly it includes some simple exercises to keep the body shifting. Relevant, from sexuality
to finances. I look forward to putting some new stuff into practice!. I didn't get that much out of
the book that I could not really possess gotten on the internet. Most people older than 50 should
be acquiring at least 2,000 IU of supplement D per day. Superb. She is extremely candid and open
up about her trials and errors in life, in addition to her successes.! Uplifting, encouraging,
educational, well documented..It makes you think that and confront your personal demons and
discover ways to move forward with love for yourself. Excellent, excellent, exceptional! This book
is great for ladies who are over 50. Excellent Therefore timely for me as I get older. There is
hope!! It helped me to comprehend myself better, having lived through the 60's and the lifestyle
that was linked to and much of that time period she writes about. A-Z. Very Helpful Hard cover
had been given to me and I likely to be disappointed and see a book filled up with beauty tips.
Examine it! A well researched but down-to-earth discussion on aging and remaining healthy. I
would recommend hard cover. Well done. I like this book better than "My Existence so Far" by the
same writer. In Prime Time, Jane fonda prepares a manual forever that can be used to teach
younger women about smart ways to strategy their middle and and past due years. There is non-
e of the sensationalized storytelling that characterized My Life so Far. Instead, there are
illustrative lifestyle stories extracted from Fonda's lifestyle, which are followed by practical
advice on cash, love, sex, spirituality, etc. Superb. Magnesium is vital for heart health, can help
headaches and additional pains and aches, and works together with vitamin D to help



absorption. Makes me look forward to the rest of my Third Action. Great book. Excellent book. It
really is just what I required and changed the direction of my entire life. She also left out
magnesium, probiotics, enzymes, and CoQ10. Everyone over the age of 40 (but definitely 50)
should read this publication. Surprised me. The only thing I disagreed with was some of her
advice on nutrition (a very small part of the book). Filled with wonderful tips for living a complete,
active existence as we age. Some of the tapes skipped though. These fats cause inflammation in
the body.! In moderation they are fine especially coconut oil. Also, calcium supplements
shouldn't be taken without vitamin K2. Vitamin K2 will keep calcium in your bones instead of
your arteries. or 80 it is best for young women too and in addition for men that wants to know
why ladies are sometimes just how they are, I learn so much about myself and about the
opposite sex, it gives you guidance of what things to expect from life, of course based on how
you treat yourself (body, brain and spirit), it also gives you the opportunity to understand that its
never too late to start living a complete life without regrets. Either Jane Fonda had help with this
reserve or she actually is very intelligent. A lot of people today are deficient or low in magnesium.
One Star NOT A FAN OF HERS Five Stars Well written with plenty of thoughts to ponder. This
book changed my opinion of Jane Fonda I recommend this reserve to any woman who's trying to
figure it all away. If low or deficient, they must be taking even more.
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